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SNHR’s report about the military and security checkpoints that are used by Syrian 
regime to besiege the neighborhoods and cities and cut them from the inside since 
the beginning of the Syrian revolution
The report issued on: 24/3/2013

The Syrian regime has been increasingly establishing military and security check-
points since the beginning of the Syrian revolution, in particular in hotspots like 
Daraa, Damascus suburbs, Hama, Homs, and Idlib, in addition to many other lands 
in Syria. These checkpoints are to control, besiege, and cut the communication, in 
addition to suppress the protests across Syrian towns and governorates. Thus, the 
Syrian regime uses these checkpoints as an effective way to besiege, starve, ban 
aiding the injured and patients, suppress, and frighten them in a stark violation 
against humanity considering the crimes, violations, and massacres some of these 
massacres commit against unarmed civilians. SNRH has documented many mas-
sacres, field-executions, sniping, arbitrary arrests, storming neighborhoods and 
houses and insulting civilians directly.

Types of checkpoints
The checkpoints vary in their type according to the number and the covered area. 
We were able to document the most widely-used military checkpoints which are 
divided into four types according to following criteria:
1- The size
2- The period 
3- The affiliated party
4- The spread
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The details of checkpoints types:
First: the size: means the number of the elements that govern the checkpoint 
and the vehicles used in it, and there are five types:

Great size checkpoint:
It contains about 400 soldiers with full munition in addition to great number of Al 
Shabiha in civilian outfits and officers. There are undefined number of snipers on 
the building where the checkpoint stationed to support it in security. the building 
could be public building if there is one in the neighborhood (like phone station, 
consumer foundation, fire station or school,…etc.) but if there is no one, the forces 
occupy some of residents houses and fire them out then turn it to military barracks. 
Moreover, the checkpoint supported by several armored vehicles, which could be 
five vehicles, and some tanks could be there to shell the neighboring areas by mil-
itary orders to attack them. The checkpoint supported by sand berms where the 
heavy and medium machine guns put, recently they began to use concrete walls in 
transversely which cut road and allow only one car to pass every time, in particular 
on the international highway or main roads, as the concrete walls put in spiral way 
which slow the car speed and movement.

This type is the worst type because of the great number of arrests occurred, and one 
of its floor contains detention center, and it carried out several raid campaigns on 
neighborhoods and towns using tanks and arrested youths and activists, storming 
protests and shooting fire. The fire was shot deliberately at morning, at night, or at 
any time per the whims of the soldiers and officers at the checkpoints. The forces at 
the checkpoint stop the cars and the passers and harass the women. In many cases, 
they took the livelihood of people when cars loaded with food were stopped and 
food supplies were stolen. It was mentioned that if the drivers or merchants passed 
carrying amount of money (as suppliers and cash remittances), which repeated in 
many cases, and we can mention that money were stolen from the commissary of 
“Katakeet” and money of remittances offices.

It should be noted here that when the Free Army attack these kinds of checkpoints, 
they usually retaliate by punishing the surrounding neighborhoods and towns through 
relentless tank shelling, besieging, imposing a curfew, and raiding these areas, and 
the price to pay is usually on the civilians who are either killed or wounded including 
children and women in addition to the great destruction in the residential buildings. 
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Big size checkpoint:
It looks like the previous type in its location and the practices occurred in it but de-
fer in the number of elements and tanks as the number is between 100-150 soldiers 
with full munition. The checkpoint elements were from soldiers or volunteers of Al 
Assad Army in the majority of checkpoints in addition to security forces to monitor 
the work in it and overlook soldiers’ jobs. Many deaths of regime army’s elements 
were recorded by security elements and Al Shabiha for their good treatment of with 
residents or their refusal to open fire on residents.
These checkpoints were provided with lists of activists and wanted persons, and 
they ill-treat and insult them by beating, cursing and inspecting them. Furthermore, 
recently, it was noted that the checkpoints are using a device to get information of 
the ID through its barcode.

Medium size checkpoint:
It contains between 25-30 soldiers with full munition in addition to one military 
officer and one security officer with some element of Al Shabiha in civilian outfits 
and it has the same jobs of previous types. It is often supported with two or more 
heavy tanks and heavy machine guns put on the sand concretes or Pickup cars.
2-6 snipers are stationed on the roof of the neighboring buildings and their mission 
is not limited to support it in need and took shelter with it, but they also shoot fire 
against protests and target activists and singers at protests, frighten the residents, 
children, women, and the elderly. SNHR documented new victims everyday who 
were killed by snipers. Some news reports suggest that snipers from Russia, Irazn, 
and Hezbollah are deployed with Syrian snipers.
This type defers from the others as it isn’t stationed on specific place but they put 
sandbags and concrete walls and they set up tents to sleep. Sometimes, they stop 
only some cars and inspect them and sometimes they stop all cars. For the pass-
ers, they are rarely stopped. These checkpoints impose curfew after the sunset, 
so everything move is shot immediately even if it is a cat. The fire also opens on 
neighboring houses which are lighted on the closed room of the street because that 
reveal the location of soldiers at night. Thus, the lights on the doors and balconies 
must be turned off from the sunset and every light turns on is shot immediately. 
Sometimes, the soldiers enter a neighborhood at night as the checkpoints are sta-
tioned at the outskirts of the neighborhood which frightens the residents. This kind 
of checkpoints opens fire repeatedly but not on every day, for example, when the 
residents start saying” Allah Akbar” the elements shot fire deliberately to silent 
them, and if the neighboring checkpoint shot fire they also do the same thing, so 
the bullets could 
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Small size checkpoints: 
Its elements are between 10-25 with full munition and one military or security offi-
cer in addition to Al Shabiha in civilian outfits in some areas.
These checkpoints often have limited mission to achieve then they turn to another 
place for another mission, like Al Mazet Basateen checkpoint which carried out 
several attacks, raid campaigns and arrests for more than two weeks. Then, they 
left the place. The most notable missions they have are to close the sub-entries of 
neighborhoods and towns to force cars to pass though roads under their control. 
Furthermore, they cut the communication in neighborhoods and big towns and be-
siege them. These checkpoints used ramparts and meatal walls to close roads to 
frighten the residents of a neighborhood and ban them protesting against Syrian 
regime. The elements of the checkpoints shoot fire against passers, cars and houses 
to demonstrate their power and what they can do if the residents confront them. The 
checkpoints could be supported by snipers on the roof of the neighboring buildings.
The government forces divided the capital to eight squares to cut them from each 
other and to give them the ability to restrict in case of Free Army attack, so the 

hit anything for sabotaging it, cars on road are targeted by the soldiers, so there are 
no cars on the areas of the checkpoints, and the residents know that it will be target-
ed. Furthermore, windows of neighboring houses were often damaged and bullets 
passed the walls and it could shot the residents there. As a result, the resident who 
live near the checkpoints keep on the remote rooms of the street to avoid bullets 
after sunset as shooting fire is indiscriminate and in varied times. In general, this 
type is quit at morning, but in case that the car is ordered to stop and don’t obey, the 
fire opens against it directly. Even if it is midday and the roads full of people, the 
fire manically opens, and the element shot fire. This case is repeated many times at 
many checkpoints and the civilians pay the cost in addition to passers in a road but 
cars could flee (as Zamalka Bridge in Damascus suburbs)
When the elements verify ID, individual has been accused with many charges and 
curses because all it takes is the civilian being from anti-regime areas or hotspots 
like Daraa, Hama, Deir Ez-Zour, Damascus Suburbs and Idlib.
Some checkpoints are described as bloody checkpoints (e.g. Jdaedet Artoz, Al 
Mu’adamiyeh, Darayya and Al Qaboun, and other areas in Damascus suburbs as 
there are many cases of field- execution in them. It is not long time from the mas-
sacre on Jdaedet Artoz massacre where about 50 martyrs were field-executed when 
the elements arrest them at night during raid campaign on houses in the area. These 
practices and violations often occur at most at the Syrian regime checkpoints.
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regime doesn’t only set up the sand checkpoints on the roads and the yards of Uma-
yyads capital to divide the international roads but also fortify its securities branches 
with concrete checkpoints as they became on all streets of the city and they have 
been used as an armor around government buildings. As a result, these concrete 
checkpoints close yards and main streets e.g. Al Sabe’ Bahrat yard and Al Moha-
fatha yard, Al Abed street and Al Bahsa area which is the most important market in 
the capital.

The period:
It means the period of the checkpoint in a place, the mentioned types defer from 
each other and they divided into three types:
The permanent checkpoints:
They are irremovable and stable as their place don’t change although their number 
and govern elements change. The soldiers and tanks are similar to previous three 
type and they may storm neighborhoods and protests but the place of the checkpoint 
is permanent. When the mission done the tanks and soldiers return to the checkpoint 
where they are stationed.
The movable checkpoints:
These checkpoints are small and their stability are less than the previous one as they 
could be stationed for days or weeks. Then, when the mission done, they turn to 
other places. This type contains the small type of checkpoint.
The temporary checkpoints:
The inspection checkpoint, it could be at the same place for hours every day or 
appears for one time and doesn’t return, like Al Abed and Al Sha’lan street check-
points as they are stationed for few hours from afternoon until 11:00 pm and on 
specific days in a week like Thursday and Friday e.g. Rukn Al Din checkpoint in 
Damascus to ban or repress the protests.

Inspection checkpoints
This kind of checkpoints contains 10 elements or less than this in its areas, and it 
is a temporary checkpoint as it could be at the same place for some days or hours 
e.g. Baghdad street, the checkpoint could be at night only. Its mission is limited 
to inspect cars at the sub-entries and close them if the element want to do so. The 
elements are often from the security bodies, and they could be joint elements of the 
security and army or from Al Shabiha. They also had devices to get information of 
individuals through scanning the barcode on the ID.
This kind is not usually supported by snipers, unless security reasons call for that, 
and snipers could be on far places of permanent checkpoints.
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This kind of checkpoints often related to one party like security body or pro- regime 
party “Al Shabiha’’ , forces of order, or army forces. It could appears accidently on 
sub-streets inside neighborhoods or cities and stays for several hours then returns 
to its stationed place. this checkpoint could be found on the capital and big cities 
where the security forces are strong and they supported with Pickup cars and BKC 
machine guns and four wheels cars with machine guns set up on them and owned 
by every element.

Pictures of the different types of checkpoints in the Syrian governorates:
Umaiyah hospital checkpoint- Damascus.26/11/2012
https://fbcdn-sphotos-b-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-ak-ash3/526909_4014773465879
28_2103969440_n.jpg
A checkpoint in Brazil street- Damascus
22/11/2012
https://fbcdn-sphotos-b-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-ak-snc7/302879_4001126233910
67_1921940928_n.jpg
A checkpoint in front of “New Horizon”-Damascus
11/11/2012

Third: Affiliation
The checkpoint could be related to one party or could be governed by more than 
one party.
Military forces: regime army with volunteers members in addition to soldiers in 
military service, which is the same situation for officer and officer row. 

Security forces: like air Intelligence, political forces, state security, and Palestine 
branch in addition to many other who are related to security bodies e.g. PKK pro-re-
gime militias and Kurdistan Workers’ Party and Al Shabiha.

Forth: the length
It means the area where the checkpoint is spread and stationed as there are:
Long checkpoints like the checkpoints from Al Nabak to Damascus on the interna-
tional highway.
Medium checkpoint: their length doesn’t exceed one kilometer as the checkpoint 
could start at the beginning of the street and end at the end of the street.
Short checkpoint: their length doesn’t exceed several meters on the place like the 
checkpoints and the small checkpoints. 
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 https://fbcdn-sphotos-f-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-ak-ash3/531098_3964020237621
27_512907816_n.jpg
A checkpoint “221”- Barzeh-Damascus
10/11/2012
https://fbcdn-sphotos-a-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-ak-prn1/542816_3958898871466
74_1891723276_n.jpg
Al Adawi- Damascus
20/10/2012
https://fbcdn-sphotos-h-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-ak-ash4/427954_3879876812702
28_1464787656_n.jpg
A checkpoint at the beginning of Rukn Al Din road, near Ibn Al Ameed- Damascus
22/6/2012
http://sphotos-h.ak.fbcdn.net/hphotos-ak-ash3/601108_316120931814516_288964
178_n.jpg
The checkpoint of Al Hilal Al Ahmar Hospital- Baghdad Street- Damascus
9/9/2012
https://fbcdn-sphotos-a-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-ak-ash4/387018_3739448260078
47_881838548_n.jpg
Jarkas checkpoint- Al Qosair- Homs
https://fbcdn-sphotos-a-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-ak-ash3/12187_49632918705513
9_242689335_n.jpg
Ramparts of Ain Al Lawzeh checkpoint- Hams
21/11/2012
https://fbcdn-sphotos-a-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-ak-ash3/644140_4542580312777
26_1847965128_n.jpg
Al Bareed checkpoint- Hams
18/10/2012
https://fbcdn-sphotos-c-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-ak-ash3/581536_4420890024946
29_1382345652_n.jpg
 The headquarter of areacheckpoint- Al Dabagha- Hama
13/10/2012
https://fbcdn-sphotos-a-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-ak-ash4/3734_440352976001565
_2010633730_n.jpg
The oil ministry- Damascus
4/12/2012
https://fbcdn-sphotos-e-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-ak-ash4/480970_4043627296327
23_1880705176_n.jpg
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The checkpoint of Ain Al Lawzeh round- Hama
4/12/2012
https://fbcdn-sphotos-e-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-ak-ash4/480970_4043627296327
23_1880705176_n.jpg
The checkpoint of Hezb Al Ba’th party- Al Kornaish Al Gharbi- Latakia
30/10/2012
https://fbcdn-sphotos-h-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-ak-prn1/18490_42667659739367
6_1527226783_n.jpg
The police headquarter checkpoint- Latakia
4/8/2012
https://fbcdn-sphotos-b-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-ak-ash3/562859_3948696639077
03_2079328523_n.jpg

Attachment and appendix, pictures and videos across Syrian governorates of 
most prominent checkpoints:

The place: Damascus- Al Qaboun
The place: Damascus- Al Bzoriyeh
 The place: Damascus- Medhat 
Basha market
The place: Damascus- Al Shag-
hour
The place: Damascus- Al Adawi
The place: Damascus- Al Zahera 
Al Qadimeh street

The place: Damascus suburbs- Saqba
The place: Damascus Suburbs- Douma
The place: Damascus suburbs- Qatana
The place: Damascus suburbs- Babela
Sidi Meqdad checkpoint
Al Adel checkpoint
The place: Damascus suburbs- Al 
Zabadani
The place: Damascus suburbs- Al Ke-
sweh

The place: Daraa- Al Balad
The place: Daraa- Al Balad
The place: Daraa- Al Mahata
Al Sekkeh checkpoint 
The place: Daraa- Da’el
The place: Daraa- Al Sanamain

The place: Homs- Dier Ba’alba
The place: Homs- Al Dablan
The place: Homs- Tal Omari
The place: Homs- Al Ghouta
The place: Homs-Karm Al Zaytoon
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfeC5K86q7w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pPHFeShNWCM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o9MlPqAssWY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o9MlPqAssWY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=juP4XxVOgvA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=juP4XxVOgvA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nf9LWh6_SwI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=knMAa_BlVMM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=knMAa_BlVMM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-WnfFCrikE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a03up28g5tQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_w6Rn0RdZeA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSPXs-1-hYI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rSQGLpdhFI0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kqzPCnS5t3A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t1k-VEaAq2U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t1k-VEaAq2U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lixOrJbPugQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lixOrJbPugQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8z0khjRlRuo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g8Gdn3uoVtY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZPx5STh7j0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ajfkTkaEjM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L-xG4TjskpE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NkVHrMWuKV8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rF6vq-nQ1hg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZA3oFC8g_E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-7i7KFjUbE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KrqIaSnmXZM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pwp5dsJjcXs
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The place: Hama- the north-
ern entrance.
The place: Hama- Ataman 
The place: Hama
The place: Hama- Kafr 
Nabodeh

The place: Latakia_ Al Raml Al Janobi
The place: Tartous- Banyas
The place: dlib- “Aleppo- latakia” road
The place: Aleppo- Masakin Hanano 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=doZsHWjRsgY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=doZsHWjRsgY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_a2MetBXZHY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HeVh1ZaE_DE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpLe2vaAp9A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpLe2vaAp9A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0r-jXPA9hR0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yx9_NEURdcI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AH0ki03m72Y
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bDnRSqNEHXo
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